
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
analyst testing. To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities
and qualifications.

Responsibilities for analyst testing

Defines, develops and implements software/systems testing standards and
procedures, and oversees testing
Acts as Subject Matter Expert conducting complex software/systems testing
Provides guidance and work leadership to less-experienced Quality
Assurance/Testing personnel, and may have supervisory responsibilities
To review and execute UAT test strategies, approaches, timelines, plans along
with business scenarios and use cases to ensure releases meet user needs
and business requirements
Maintain testing approaches including the design, execution, and
documentation of business test scenarios, test cases, BETA (business user)
testing logistics, defect management and test coverage analysis
Identify, recommend, and implement changes to enhance the overall
effectiveness of user acceptance testing strategies, improve quality, increase
client satisfaction and adoption, lessons learned and artifact storage
Propose test approaches to end users and stakeholders
Collaborates with other testing teams to create test data and prepare testing
environment
Draws on in-depth cash management and online banking experience, User
Acceptance Testing (UAT) and system expertise to write, execute and
maintain detailed test cases and test conditions aligned with user and
business needs
Reviews and synthesizes business requirements, functional specifications, and
user information to understand end user requirements, business process
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Qualifications for analyst testing

Guiding team members in day today work if required
Training new team members in Finance domain
Hands-on skills with mainstream application security testing tools
Support the process management of the EBA, PRA and Internal Stress Testing
( supporting where appropriate any specific local SBU requirements) through
working closely with the businesses, group and functions (Treasury, Tax, Risk
and Financial Control) to establish a co-ordinated approach, appropriate
expectations and provide insight around the output
Processes include EBA, PRA and Internal Stress Testing
Provide timelines for Stress testing requirements, and work with each of the
key stakeholders to ensure delivery is on time and to expectations


